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SITSCOS Workshop Overview
~ 100 international participants gathered to discuss space-based climate observations, relevant SI-traceable climate change accuracy requirements, and current and future accuracy and stability capabilities for satellite sensors.
Accuracy capabilities of current ground-based metrology laboratories as well as pre-launch and post-launch satellite calibrations were discussed.
Workshop Report, Agenda and Presentations can be found online at http://calvalportal.ceos.org/sitscos-ws 
Following the workshop, a Workshop Report was developed using input from the presentations, discussions, and participants’ written contributions.
A total of ~ 90 authors and co-authors contributed to the report.  
The workshop Science Steering Committee served as Editors for the report.  All participants in the report contributed to the review and editing of the report.
A set of recommendations was developed as part of the report.




SITSCOS Workshop Report Summary
Current space-based observations are typically factors of 5 to 10 less accurate than climate-change science requirements
Higher-accuracy observations can reduce the time to verify rigorous climate trends by decades compared to current sensors
SITSats: International metrology laboratories and space agencies have developed and demonstrated new technologies to provide space-based SI-traceable reference instruments to achieve climate-change accuracy requirements
 SITSats can transfer their SI-traceable reference calibrations to hundreds of orbiting sensors across > 90% of the reflected solar and thermal infrared spectrum.    
Currently NASA, ESA, and the Chinese space agency have plans to launch SITSats between 2023 and 2028 for both the reflected-solar and infrared spectrum
The economic value of a higher-accuracy climate observing system referenced to SITSats is estimated at between 5 and 10 trillion U.S. dollars




SITSCOS Workshop Report: Recommendations
Space agencies should plan to create and sustain a long-term operational SI-traceable climate observing system, building on the currently planned SITSats
Overlapping continuity improves sensitivity monitoring climate change due to natural events
With SI traceability, gaps in observations will not necessarily compromise the long-term data record
NASA should plan for CLARREO Pathfinder to intercalibrate additional sensors and surface sites 
Should also extend the mission operations plan to five years to enable overlap with the TRUTHS and CSRB SITSats
Encourage U.S. to add infrared SITSat spectrometer to reach the required SI-traceability goals from independent sensors through the entire thermal-infrared spectrum
The complimentary FORUM mission covers the far-infrared
The LIBRA Chinese mission aims to achieve those goals but only through improvement of multiple missions


SITSCOS Workshop Report: Recommendations
Use the Moon to improve reflected-solar sensors’ calibration accuracies and stabilities
Lunar observations enable stabilities of < 0.1 %/decade
Further improvements in the accuracy of lunar irradiance models are required
Passive microwave instruments require further work on calibration references, SI traceability at climate-change accuracies, and flights demonstrating reference calibration sensors in orbit
Active sensing by radar, lidar, and gravity missions now considering SI-traceability requirements
FRM surface measurements complement SITSats
Integrate to further improve models and understanding of processes and Earth cycles 
Plan follow-on SITSCOS workshop for 2026 to consider early results and status of SITSat missions
Include progress and plans for SI traceability of microwave, polarimeter, and active satellite sensors



2. Societal Need for an Advanced Climate-Observing System
An advanced climate observing system (including SITSats) could reduce trend-detection uncertainties by 15 to 30 years from current approaches
Cost and Economic Value
Current expenditures on climate research (globally) – $4 billion U.S. per year
Estimated costs of an advanced climate observing system – $12 billion U.S. per year for 30 years (triple current levels)
Global gross domestic product (GDP) – $85 trillion U.S.
“Business as usual” estimated damages in second half of this century
0.5% to 5% of GDP ($0.4 to $4 trillion U.S. per year)
Economic value of better data and decisions through 2100 – $5 to $20 trillion U.S. 
Cost of delaying – $500 billion U.S. per year
Return on investment – $50 per $1 invested
Discount rate applied: 3%/yr.  Results from Cooke et al. 2014, 2016, 2020
Cost of delay in establishing an adequate climate observing system is 50X that of the investment


3. Metrology and CDRs
Rigorous metrology in the development of climate data records is crucial to ensure datasets produced are of irrefutable credibility and are stable at a level that justifiably permits the evaluation of climatic trends



4. SI-Traceable Calibrations
Pre-flight calibrations approach those of National Metrology Institutes
Transparency needed in calibration methodology and resulting uncertainty budgets

Traceability to the International System of Units (SI) ensures unambiguous consistency, trust and stability of measurements  through time by linkage to fundamental constants of nature and has been embedded in intergovernmental agreements since 1875.  


GSICS monitors EO satellite instruments’ calibration
based on comparisons of collocated observations 
with hyperspectral reference instruments for IR channels
over pseudo invariant calibration targets (PICTs) for solar band
GSICS currently uses deep convective clouds and the Moon
could also include classic pseudo invariant calibration sites (PICS)
Can tie Monitored instrument (MON) to absolute scale using SITSat observations by various methods: 
Direct comparisons of collocated observations (blue arrow)
Inter-calibrating GSICS Reference Instruments (REF) (dashed green arrow), which is transferred to the monitored instrument directly or via a PICT (green arrows)
By characterizing the PICT (red arrow)
Tying GSICS products to an absolute scale would 
defend against reference instruments gaps and drifts 
allow robust and harmonized data records from multiple satellite sources to build Fundamental Climate Data Records
Provide more uniform environmental retrievals in both space and time, thus improving inter-operability
5. Extending GSICS to an Absolute Scale



6. Earth Radiation Budget
The Sun provides nearly all the energy (99.96%) powering the Earth’s climate system
Solar-forcing mechanisms are spectrally dependent
Outgoing Earth radiation budget measurements complete the energy-balance assessment



Uncertainties in cloud radiative effect (CREnet) 
Continuity provides record of net incoming energy


7. Reflected-Solar Measurements
Calibrations – Outgoing, passive, reflected-solar measurements, such as those of MODIS & VIIRS, require pre-flight and on-orbit calibrations
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
Dynamic range
Nonlinearity 
Calibration accuracy and stability
Relative spectral response
Polarization sensitivity

Calibration Methods
On-board sources
Solar measurements help track degradation
Calibrated lunar irradiances can enable intercalibrations even between non-overlapping Earth-viewing sensors
Vicarious calibration sites help inter-compare Earth-viewing sensors


7. Reflected-Solar Capabilities & Needs



8. Thermal Infrared
Critical for Earth radiation imbalance:  (Land, Atmosphere & Ocean) and global measure of temperature change and atmospheric composition
Oceans are biggest store of energy - thermal inertia requires detection of changes of <0.2 °C per decade
Importance to weather has led to 30+ yrs of observations
Sensor detection challenged by similarity of ambient temperature to that being measured



Pre- and in-flight calibration exploit technology advances
Carbon nano-tube coatings can make reference black bodies close to ‘perfect’ & novel methods can monitor degradation in space environments.
Phase change cells miniaturized and demonstrated in space  - enabling temperature measurements directly traceable to SI
Designs to realise a SITSat in IR exist and are virtually ready to fly


8. Thermal Infrared Capabilities & Needs



9. Microwave
Microwave sounders provide high impact observations for NWP
Current satellite sensors are optimized for weather, not climate
Despite the challenges, microwave sounders have already provided invaluable FCDRs spanning > 30 years
Need for more progress - both in metrology labs and in orbit
Further calibration improvements would bring large benefits
Include characterization of diurnal cycles from non-Sun-synchronous orbits
Ability to transfer to operational microwave sounders
Design challenges include:
Linearity, stability, low antenna sidelobes, on-orbit SI-traceability 
Link to Radio-Occultation retrievals of UT/LS temperature
Potential microwave lunar calibration
Developing physical model and tying to SI








10. Additional Applications
Numerical Weather Prediction
Satellite radiances initialise and constrain NWP 
Apply empirical bias correction
Unbiased observations assimilated without bias correction to anchor model
Traceable observations with uncertainties can optimise bias correction
Cloud Radiative Forcing
Uncertainty in climate sensitivity driven by uncertainty in cloud feedback: 
how the radiative effects of Earth’s clouds will change over decades
This uncertainty is dominated by uncertainty in instrument calibration
Used to determine key accuracy requirements of climate instruments
Land Imaging
Could improve current best land imaging sensors, 
which have SI-traceable uncertainty of 2 to 5 % (k=1)
Ocean Colour
Ocean colour retrievals require extreme calibration effort
SITSats could advance achievement of GCOS requirements
for absolute uncertainty and decadal stability
Trace Gases
Sensor accuracy key to reliable CO2 monitoring from space
SITSats provide a powerful tool to improve CO2 and H2O monitoring






Reflected-solar spectrometer SITSats in development include:
NASA CLARREO Pathfinder on the International Space Station 
ESA TRUTHS free flyer 
Chinese Space Agency CSRB free flyer
Infrared spectrometer SITSATS in development include:
ESA FORUM free flyer
Chinese Space Agency LIBRA free flyer
Multiple independent sensors required for verification (as for international metrology standards)


11. SITSats in Development
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